
 2 Trial Package Tours to Yoshino 
Join us as a tester! 

One-day tour 
 to Yoshinoyama 
We will walk on Manyo Road Course (about 7.5km),enjoying  
the sacred land of Shugendo. It is a course to walk around 
Yoshinoyama, which is famous for cherry blossoms in spring  

and autumn leaves in autumn. We will enjoy  

hiking and seeing the beauty of forests, and 

be given a lecture on the nature and history 

of Yoshinoyama. We will walk on a trekking 

course, so please wear clothes and shoes 

suitable for mountain walking. 

 

8:45 Meet up at JR Nara Station or  

        9:40 Meet up at JR Sakurai Station 

9:50 Travel to Yoshino by car  

10:30 Arrive at Yoshino (Yoshinoyama Tourist Parking Lot) 

-Walk around Yoshinoyama (Kinpusenji Temple, Yoshimizu Shrine)  

12:00 Lunch 

13:00 Go trekking -15:00 Take a short break- 

16:30 Arrive at Miyataki, and drive to Sakurai Station 

17:45 Split up at JR Sakurai Station 

(Return train: 17:58 JR Sakurai Station / 18:36 JR Nara Station) 

Half a day tour 
 to Ōmiwa Shrine 
We will walk on Yamanobe Road Course (about 6 km), which 
is an ancient road course through to Omiwa Shrine. 

We will enjoy hiking and seeing beautiful landscapes of 
countryside, and also learn about the history of the place. 
This course is not so steep and has fewer ups and downs, so 
it is easier to walk! 

 

13:15 Meet up at JR Nara Station or 

      14:00 Meet up at JR Yamagimoto Station 

14:05 Travel to Chogakuji Temple by car 

14:40 Arrive at Chogakuji Temple 

15:00 Walk on the Yamanobe Road 

16:00 Hibara Shrine 

16:30 Omiwa Shrine 

17:00 Arrive at JR Miwa Station, and split up  

(Return train: 17:26 JR Miwa Station / 17:53 JR Nara Station) 

※You should answer the survey after the trip! 

If you want to participate, please send an e-mail to monitortour@yoshino-kankou.jp 
 by the day before each tour day, including the following information: 

  - Your NAME   - Faculty, Department and Major   - Phone Number (in case of emergency) 

Organized and conducted by: Yoshino Visitors Bureau 
Supported by: Nara Women's University International Center 


